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About This Game

America's #1 reality show for heroes is back for another season! Harness your superpowers to steal the spotlight, win votes, and
save your sister!

"The Hero Project: Redemption Season" is the first installment in a new series of interactive novels by Zachary Sergi set in the
"Heroes Rise" universe. Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based--129,000 words, without graphics or sound

effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

In a contest where everyone has superpowers, your opponents can cause earthquakes and explosions, but you're an average Ani-
Powered who wakes up with different animal attributes every day. Will your hawk eyes or canine claws take you far enough in

the competition to satisfy the only person who can help your sister? And what happens if winning isn't enough?

As you advance, the decisions you make will transform viewers' ideas of what it means to be a hero. Will you fight for your own
goals, or make sacrifices for the good of society? Strive for what you believe is right by following the rules, or take down the

whole system with more radical methods? Would you take wealth and fame over changing the world?

Choose Wisely. It's Redemption Season.

 Play as male, female, trans, or nonbinary; gay, straight, or bi.

 Begin a new story in Millennia City, influenced by your actions in the "Heroes Rise" trilogy.
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 Play as a new hero, in a new season of The Hero Project!
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One of my fav VR games for demo'ing to VR newbies. It's loads of fun, easy to learn and gives pretty much everyone a shot of
altitude panic when they go off the first jump. it's amazing.. this is a fun game if you like this go look for a game called
emergency 4 its gust as fun. I have no idea where this game came from in my list. I played it, and couldn't get past the tut, the
ability it told me to use wouldn't work lol.

10/10 would randomly receive again. Hope Natsume remasters S.C.A.T and Shadow of The Ninja.. The weapons are pretty
good and they don't add a reticle in the middle of the screen which feels kind of like Killing Floor 2 and encourages you to
actually use the sights.

Sigh... if only Game Guru had functional AI, a dialogue system, a quest system, and muliplayer funtionality <:-(. This is the kind
of game where you might as well read a book while you play. Not the fastest moving thing and the 'plot' is a mess. Very
repetitive. At this point I'm continuing more out of stubborn will to finish the dang thing than any real desire to play.. i like this
game a lot! i do have a few suggestions, however i can't seem to find any way to submit anything. the developer\/publisher
doesn't seem to show any source of social media on their steam profile, and i even looked on twitter, no help! this game is super
fun and a good way to meet nice people, but i feel like people would play more if it had a better way of drawing. like i said,
super cool game, but it could use some work.. I honestly really enjoyed this game at the start, not just the funny aspect but also
some of the advices were good and the girls were fun to hang around with, but after around half way (maybe even sooner) all of
the chapters become extremely stupid, stereotypical and just painful to watch.

Choices become pointless, because Richard wants you to make your move in one way, so you basically have 0 variation if you
don't want to of course♥♥♥♥♥♥out with some silly dead-end choice and the ideas just really runs short because they are
extremely non-realistic and the acting is so bad at times I can't even watch it. Also all of those choice evaluation scenes become
bad after all because not just Richard can't think any useful advice at all but the girl who is helping him have to keep her advice
acceptable by also Richard's viewpoint so sometimes she says something really interesting other times she just becomes quite.

Worth mentioning that Richard also made this game for a big ego boost, because in his world every girl finds him attractive
what actually not what is he, he is average like the rest of us, I asked a girl about him and she just found him wierd so yeah. In
one of the chapters you play a girl and you can't find the perfect guy who you want to hook up BUT OF COURSE when
Richard comes he is the one, also you can't even say no to him, what the ♥♥♥♥.

This game could have been a fun little joke and also with some of the advices a little help to guys but the lenght is just too long
because there are no good content in it and even the price feels too much, I would only pay 5 euro for it at max! (actually I
bought a CD key online for that much)

+1 Tip for your next game Richard! Even tho there are in need for a lot of improvement, please have an option to skip chapters
or have a dead-end option where you automatically fail the chapter and you will unlock the next one, the first chapter worked
like this, you don't have to approach the girl if you don't want to and that will end it and you can freely move on, you should
kept that feature in all chapters because most of the time I just wanted to ♥♥♥♥ everything up so I can skip the stupid sections
...

P.S.: The comedy chapter was soo bad please never do anything like that again in your games, like EVER! ...thanks!. If you love
J-pop & Anime music Videos then this is for you.. A great little retro platformer that feels like a cross between Megaman and
Castlevania with a sprinkle of Zelda.
If you like Shovel knight, nice pixel art and tight controls then this game is definitely for you!
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Calcu-Late is a game made with RPG Maker XP. It's about a boy that wants to pass his Mathematics exam, but he has trouble
studying and gets help in his dream.

This game is a pretty short game. There's about six puzzles that you do in the whole game, and that's it. The puzzles are fairly
simple, but some can be frustrating for others (the rock bucket one I felt was a huge annoyance). Other than the puzzles, there's
nothing else. There's not a whole lot going on in this game because of the lack of depth the game has. There's no real character
development because most of them come and go through the story. There's a twist very close to the end and at the very end,
which neither unfold at the end. There's also another scene if you beat the game on Hard or higher, but I didn't bother to play
the game a second time to see it. The art looks fine and decently thought out, but that's about as much positivity it has.

Overall, this game isn't worth your money. You can find free RPG Maker games online to download and try. I'm pretty sure you
could find something for free online that would be better, and maybe longer, than this one.. This is a game that brings me back
to my childhood when I used to own some of the old Atari games I had received for the PS1. Of course, Atari existed wayyy
before I was even thought of, but Luxor Evolved is a great game that brings back the nostalgic feel to those who had the
experience of playing such old school classics. Also, there's epic music involved too as well, which makes the gameplay
experience all the more better.

I bought Luxor Evolved for my mother, showed it to her one night, and left her with the game as I fell asleep. Hours later, in the
early morning, I awoke to hear her screaming, "I BEAT THE GAME!" I was so glad that she enjoyed it, and even when I talked
about it to her later on (during a reasonable hour), she told me that she'll play it again.

I have played some of the prior Luxor games, and I would have to say that this one is the most challenging, yet it's the best for
new people to start.

If you have a love for arcade games, this is the title for you.. Love it, great for speedrunning. Reminds me of Super Meat boy,
but 3D.
Great designed levels with controller support.. Pros: Singleplayer, Local coop, cross region play, good gameplay, cool mechanic,
fast
Cons: Not very popular yet so online is iffy, small ammount of bugs. A mighty attempt at keeping the series fresh, suffering
from a lack of pc optimisation and testing. The 360 pad support is there, but everything else looks like it needs more work done
with it. In a game about puzzles fused with speedrunning you're thinking 4 player would be an amazing idea! But then you
remember it's incredibly easy to troll each other, which will happen 100 times more often than the military like precision needed
to make full use of co-op speedrunning. There's a vs mode I haven't tested, but I imagine it has a lot to do with the
aformentioned trolling.

Only get this if you REALLY love the series, love the character, have local friends who are more likely to work together than
troll and/or it's on sale. Game has not been finished, and no responses to questions about the planned ending that were asked in
January. Short, kinda enjoyable, but the abrupt unfinished end ruins it for me.. Really cool.
At first I was puzzled for the lack of menu after the game starts. I mean, what if I needed to pause or exit?
Nevertheless, this game has a big atmosphere.
A kinda of suspense. A feeling of "what do I do now?" is something I love in a game.. i wish there was more Adventure to be
done. A lot of the negative reviews claim that Dead By Murder is merely a luck based strategy murder solving game where one
has no actual control over how events turn out. It is also mentioned by several people that there is not enough time to solve
cases. Hmmm… Well, after playing for a while and getting used to how this game truly works, I would like to point out that
maybe this game isn’t meant for everyone in the context that in order to have any sort of actual control over the game itself, one
would have to actually understand how an actual investigation process works. In real life there is a very specific process in
which an investigation must be done in order to get the fastest results. The design of the game itself is actually created to follow
proper procedures in order to meet the deadlines. If one is completely unaware of how an actual investigation is conducted, then
yes Dead By Murder would appear at first glance to be nothing more than a luck based game with not enough time to solve
cases. For those who understand proper investigatory skills and procedures will truly enjoy this game for the price. Catch it on
sale and it’s even more of a win win situation with purchasing Dead By Murder! It’s relaxing enough to chill out to, but deadlines
somehow keep you on your toes enough to keep things interesting. Great game for what it costs, and keeps you thinking and
thinking as the plots go on…
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